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News and Fire Advice Nov 2010 
  

Important Dates 
1st Oct to 30th Nov (unless changed) – Restricted Burning Season – Permits required 
2nd Nov to 31st March – Firebreaks to be kept clear 
15th Nov – Bushfire Ready Public meeting Gidge Fire Shed 
1st Dec to 31st March (unless changed) – Prohibited Burning Season 
  
Season so far 
At the time of writing we have just had the major fire in John Forrest National Park. This 
threatened a number of hills communities and has to serve as a wake up call to Gidge 
residents to develop and implement a robust Bushfire Action Plan.  
  
The Outlook 
So far very dry with greatly increased bushfire risk. We are already seeing late 
December/early January fire behaviour, and many dams from which we would normally get 
firefighting water all season are likely to be dried out by mid to late January.  
  
Cyclones, Summer Rain and Lightning 
A higher than normal incidence of cyclones is predicted. This could increase the chance of 
summer rain, but could also greatly increase the risk of bushfires originating from lightning. 
The devastating Dwellingup bushfires, and many others since, were largely caused by 
lightning. 
 
Be particularly aware that lightning strikes in treetops can smoulder for days un-noticed then 
drop embers on dried out fuels below. It pays to be alert for wisps of smoke from treetops in 
your area during the days after lightning storms and to report these immediately so they can 
be dealt with before bushfires are caused. 
  
Landowner/Occupier Obligations when a Bushfire Occurs 
Under section 28 of the Bushfires Act 1954 you are required to take all possible measures to 
extinguish any bushfire burning on property you occupy irrespective of whether it was caused 
by you. Reporting it does not authorise you to leave before Brigades arrive and assume 
control of the fire unless it is clearly unsafe for you to remain. If it can be proved that you did 
not take all possible and reasonable measures under the circumstances the costs of 
extinguishment can be recovered from you. 
 
Remember the Brigades will take some time to respond. Members are all volunteers and 
may often have to come a long way, especially if they are at work. 
  
What you can do 
If you have the equipment, are appropriately dressed, and can do so SAFELY, you should 
tackle the fire in the early stages and to extinguish or control it early before it spreads. 
Sometimes 10 or 100 litres of water applied very quickly can be more effective than  100,000 
litres an hour later if the fire gets away. You may save many hours or days of subsequent 
firefighting and mopup effort by the Brigades, and greatly reduce losses to yourself and the 
community.  
 
However you should NEVER EXPOSE YOURSELF TO UNNECESSARY RISK. Always 
advise someone as to what you are doing, and avoid tackling a fire alone. 
  
Your Own Fire Unit? 
Many sensible and proactive property owners have a fire unit of some type. It might be a slip 
on, trailer or tractor mounted unit used not just for firefighting, but for other uses including 
carting water for stock, horticulture, dust suppression, construction etc. These are a valuable 
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multipurpose tool for many tasks around your property and may make all the difference in 
protecting you, your family, friends, neighbours and assets if a bushfire occurs. For advice on 
suitability of private fire units contact your local Brigade. 
 
Under the Bushfires Act a Fire Unit is is defined as having at least 400 lts water, an engine 
driven pump, at least 15 m of 19mm ID hose with a variable nozzle, and is to be mounted on 
or towed by a vehicle.  
 
Under certain circumstances, eg as a Permit to Burn condition or during a Total Fire Ban 
when attending to essential people or stock welfare off roads and cleared tracks the Fire Unit 
MUST be immediately available and accompany the vehicle or machinery used. 
  
Working with Brigades at a Fire 
If you are tackling the fire, once the Brigades arrive you should cooperate fully with and 
follow the instructions of whoever is in charge. Look for Brigade members wearing a 
YELLOW or RED HELMET, they are the senior personnel.  
 
You are legally obliged to follow the reasonable directions of a Brigade or FESA officer.  
The Incident Controller’s decision to allow you to continue with fire suppression activities will 
be based on SAFETY, on whether you are SUITABLY DRESSED and on whether your 
vehicle is SUITABLE FOR FIREFIGHTING.  
 
You would need to be prepared to cooperate and follow directions. A major factor will be 
what effective contribution you could make as more FESA resources arrive. 
Once Brigade Resources have arrived you would not be asked to tackle the more active 
parts of the fire with a private unit unless it is very well equipped and is crewed by trained 
volunteer firefighters.  
  
Machinery and Bushfires 
Machinery is involved as cause of many fires. Sparks from exhausts are a common problem. 
The Bushfires Act requires you to have an appropriate spark arresting exhaust fitted to 
machinery when used in bush, crop or pasture. 
 
Fires can also be caused by electrical problems and by dust/grass/oil accumulations 
becoming overheated. Proper maintenance and regularly cleaning machines reduces risk. 
Metal to metal and metal to rock contact can cause sparks. Mower blades are a particularly 
high risk. Do any mowing/slashing on cooler days and preferably early in the day so that 
sparks are less likely to ignite vegetation, and if they do any fire can be more easily 
controlled. 
 
You can reduce the risk of fire escaping by carrying appropriate extinguishers. 
The Bushfires Act requires Bulldozers and Graders operating in pasture, crop or bush to 
carry an extinguisher containing at least 7.5 lts water and an efficient means of delivering it. It 
is recommended that where practical to do so other machinery carry these. A standard 9 litre 
stored pressure water extinguisher or a proper packspray meet this requirement. Either can 
stop a bushfire spreading if applied quickly.  
 
While other types such as dry powder can be effective in extinguishing the fire on the 
machinery itself, they are not nearly as effective as water on a solid fuel such as grass and 
bush. If your machinery is too small (eg mowers etc) to carry an appropriate extinguisher 
have it as close by as possible. 
 
Hope you have a safe fire season and a happy festive season.  
 


